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Controlling the directionality of spin waves is a key ingredient in wave-based computing methods such
as magnonics. In this Letter, we demonstrate this particular aspect by using an all-optical pointlike source
of continuous spin waves based on frequency comb rapid demagnetization. The emitted spin waves contain
a range of k vectors and by detuning the applied magnetic field slightly off the ferromagnetic resonance
(FMR), we observe X-shaped caustic spin wave patterns at 70° propagation angles as predicted by theory.
When the harmonic of the light source approaches the FMR, the caustic pattern gives way to uniaxial spin
wave propagation perpendicular to the in-plane component of the applied field. This field-controlled
propagation pattern and directionality of optically emitted short-wavelength spin waves provide additional
degrees of freedom when designing magnonic devices.
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Caustics are widely known from optics as the envelopes
of light rays refracted by curved surfaces or objects [1,2].
The notion, however, can be easily extended to any
propagation medium whose anisotropy creates regions
with enhanced amplitude of the wave field [3]. The
phenomenon of caustic patterns encompasses an extra-
ordinarily wide range of fields in physics, from under-
standing the physics of the Universe, its creation, and dark
matter dynamics [4] to studying light patterns at the bottom
of a pool due to surface curvature variations.
The important feature, known from the simple paraxial

case in geometrical optics, is the structural stability of the
caustics, which imply small fuzziness of the caustic beam
under variation of the scattering surface curvature [2]. This
opens a way to create nondiffractive beams in anisotropic
continuous media, i.e., channeled in a certain direction,
e.g., focusing of propagating phonons [5–7]. Similar effects
have also been observed for spin waves (SWs) in magnetic
materials, where the anisotropic properties can furthermore
be readily modified by the strength and direction of the
applied magnetic field. Early experiments used a pointlike
defect to demonstrate the unidirectional excitation of
magnetostatic surface waves and the propagation of back-
ward volume magnetostatic waves in two preferential
directions due to the noncollinearity of their phase and
group velocities [8]. Further advances made possible the

emission of caustic patterns by patterned SW waveguides
connected to extended thin films, both insulating (YIG) [9]
and metallic (NiFe) [10], where the SWs were excited by
microwave antennas. Caustic beams can also be emitted
from a collapsing bullet mode [11] or from spin wave edge
modes in Heusler compounds [12]. Detailed theoretical
analyses of SW caustics is now available for ferromagnetic
metals [13], insulators [14], and antiferromagnetic thin
films [15]. Key application of caustics is in the field of
magnonics where it can, e.g., be utilized as a potential
signal splitter [16], frequency-division multiplexer [17],
and demultiplexer [18] in magnonic networks. Addition-
ally, the focusing effects of caustic beams can be utilized
to minimize the diffraction spread of long-distance propa-
gating SWs [19].
While all the above experiments on SW caustics used rf

antennas for the initial SW excitation, recent interest in
exciting SWs using femtosecond lasers has rapidly
increased [20–34]. However, no such optical SWexcitation
studies have shown any sign of caustics. This is likely due
to earlier studies not combining small enough laser spots
(for efficient excitation of a wide range of k vectors) with a
sufficiently high repetition rate excitation for strong caus-
tics to form and be observed. Here we overcome this
limitation by focusing a 1 GHz repetition rate femtosecond
laser comb down to submicron spot size capable of
sustaining continuous SWs [30,32,35,36]. The emitted
SWs contain a wide range of k vectors and, by slight
detuning of the applied magnetic field off the ferromagnetic
resonance (FMR), we observe X-shaped caustic SW
patterns at around 70° angles as predicted by theory.
When the harmonic of the light source approaches the
FMR, the caustic pattern gives a way to uniaxial SW
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propagation perpendicular to the in-plane component of the
applied field. This field-controlled propagation pattern and
directionality of optically excited short-wavelength SWs
provide additional degrees of freedom when designing
magnonic devices without any requirements for additional
patterning for such functions.
Experimental method.—Figure 1 shows the schematic of

the experiment. A more in-depth description can be found
in Ref. [36]. Briefly, the pump-probe experiment uses a
mode-locked femtosecond laser operating at 816 nm and a
repetition rate of 1 GHz with 120 fs long pulses to induce
rapid demagnetization. Each laser pulse instantaneously
increases the temperature of the electron gas in the thin
metallic film. The thermal energy of the electrons is then
rapidly transferred to the magnetic subsystem, creating a
rapid demagnetization of the irradiated region and hence a
rapid pulse of the local effective magnetic field. The
periodic modulation of the demagnetizing field excites
magnons [26] with frequencies that are a multiple of the
1 GHz repetition rate of the pump-laser pulses [32].
The excited SWs are studied using Brillouin light

scattering (BLS) microscopy. A 532 nm continuous wave
laser is used to probe the system where the photons are
inelastically scattered by the magnons and are analyzed
using a tandem Fabry-Perot interferometer [37]. Both the
pump and probe lasers are focused close to their respective
diffraction limits onto the sample using a high numerical
aperture (NA ¼ 0.75) objective to allow excitation and
detection of magnons with high wave vectors up to
k ≃ 10 rad=μm. The setup is also equipped with a pair

of galvo mirrors and lenses providing the means to measure
the SWamplitude at a relative distance l between the pump
and the probe beam spots.
The sample under study was a 20 nm thick polycrystal-

line NiFe (permalloy) thin film deposited on a sapphire
substrate. The permalloy film was coated with 2 nm of
dielectric SiOx to prevent surface oxidation. The sample
was placed in an oblique (82° out of plane) magnetic field
(Happ). The oblique field is chosen to provide compatibility
with arrays of spin-Hall nano-oscillators (SHNOs), where,
e.g., mutual synchronization can be optimized by the field
angle [38–40], which would allow for studying the effect of
SW caustics in SHNOs.
Results.—Figure 2 shows the BLS spectra obtained for a

small range of field from 400 to 850 mT with the pump
[Fig. 2(a)] off and [Fig. 2(b)] on. When the pump is off, the
spectrum corresponds to the thermal magnons, which show
a sharp field-dependent cutoff toward lower frequencies,
corresponding to the SW gap, and a more gradual decrease
toward higher fields due to the dropoff in wave vector
resolution of the BLS. When we turn on the pump laser, a
series of peaks, corresponding to the harmonics of the
1 GHz repetition rate, appear, showing how additional
magnons are strongly excited at frequencies matching the
repetition rate. The peaks are approximately located at the
onset of the broadband ferromagnetic resonance signal.
Each individual harmonic mode at 7–9 GHz in Fig. 2(b)
from the peak are extended toward lower fields and
drastically drop in intensity at higher fields. At low fields,
these modes correspond to propagating SWs with high k
vector; at higher fields, the modes fall into the SW band gap
and are evanescent in time and space (nonresonant, forced
oscillations). The SW band gap in this range of fields takes
place at relatively low wave vectors, far below the maxi-
mum resolution of the BLS.
To determine the spatial extent of the SW modes at

different applied field strength, we collected 11 SW
intensity area maps for fields starting from 475 to

FIG. 1. Schematic of the experiment. A 20 nm NiFe film on a
transparent sapphire substrate is pumped with a 1 GHz-pulsed
femtosecond laser (120 fs) at a wavelength of 816 nm (red) and
probed by a continuous single-mode 532 nm Brillouin light
scattering laser (green). The magnetic field Happ is applied at an
oblique angle of 82° out of plane with its in-plane component
along the y axis. Backscattered photons (green arrow) are
analyzed using a six-pass tandem Fabry-Perot interferometer
(TFPI).

FIG. 2. Field vs frequency plot of the SW amplitude for NiFe
20 nm thin film showing (a) thermal magnons and (b) stimulated
magnons by a pump laser with a fluence of 3.6 mJ=cm2.
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850 mT (Fig. 3). Since the BLS microscope separates
counts directly in the frequency domain, the three modes
(7–9 GHz) can be separately plotted by selecting the
specific channels corresponding to individual frequencies.
All subplots use the same color scale, shown at the bottom
of the figure. The spatial profiles highlighted by red outline
[(a11), (b7), and (c2)] correspond to the maximum SW
intensity on the field sweep plot [Fig. 2(b)]. They clearly
show a strong straight extension along the direction
perpendicular to the in-plane component of the applied
field (Hin). At higher fields, the spatial profile transforms
into a localized spot, which eventually fades away as the
now evanescent SW mode moves deeper into the SW gap.
Reducing the field, on the other hand, dramatically

changes the spatial profile at all three frequencies. We
here focus on the 8 GHz mode where fields lower
than 700 mT show a prominent caustic behavior with a
propagation angle that decreases with field (i.e., with
increasing k vector); this can be seen in the highlighted
yellow section. Here the dashed white lines are a guide to
the eye to follow how the SW beam pattern changes from
perpendicular propagation with respect to the in-plane
component of the applied field to a propagation angle of
∼66° with decreasing field. The weaker SW intensity in
Figs. 3(b1) and 3(b2) are due the decreasing efficiency of
both the excitation and the BLS detection at higher wave
vector. The same overall behavior is found at 7 and 9 GHz.

Theoretical analysis.—It is convenient to start with
considering the anisotropic properties in Fourier space of
a continuous medium. A small source with the character-
istic size r can emit waves with all wave vectors ðkÞ up to
∼1=r and group velocities ðvgrÞ, defined by a dispersion
relation of the media as vgr ¼ 2π∇fðkÞ. Thus, if the
surface of the emitted frequency f0ðkÞ (isofrequency
surface) contains “flat” regions, all waves with wave
vectors in this region have the same direction of vgr, which
leads to the formation of high-intensity unidirectional
beams [41,42]. The analysis of caustic SW beams in a
thin magnetic film is described in detail in [9], which we
follow here. First, we calculate the magnon dispersion
following a simplified version of Eq. (45) in [43]. For
in-plane SWs, this reads

f ¼ γμ0
2π

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ðHint þMsl2exk2ÞðHint þMsl2exk2 þMsF0Þ
q

;

F0 ¼ P0 þ cos2θintf1 − P0ð1þ cos2ϕÞ
þMs½P0ð1 − P0Þsin2ϕ�=ðHint þMsl2exk2Þg; ð1Þ

where P0 ¼ 1 − ½1 − expð−kLÞ�, lex ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2A=ðμ0M2
sÞ

p

, and
Hint and θint define the value and out of plane (OOP) angle
of the internal field; these can be found using the solution of
the magnetostatic problem [e.g., Eq. (2.3) in [44] ]

FIG. 3. Spatial profiles of NiFe thin film measured in an area 4 × 10 μm2 for 11 different field values. The area maps are plotted for
(A) 7 GHz, (B) 8 GHz and (C) 9 GHz modes. The red outlined maps correspond to the maps plotted for the peak SW amplitude for
individual modes in Fig. 2(b). The color scale is the same for all plots. Inset: contains propagation characteristics of the 8 GHz mode for
five field values (B3)–(B7) giving an estimate of the caustic angle. The color maps in the inset are compensated for the SW decay.
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Happ cos θapp ¼ Hint cos θint; ð2Þ

Happ sin θapp ¼ðHint þMsÞ sin θint; ð3Þ

where Happ denotes the external magnetic field applied at
an OOP angle θapp.
The following parameters were used: saturation mag-

netization μ0Ms¼0.8T, exchange stiffness A¼11.3pJ=m,
film thickness L ¼ 20 nm, and θapp ¼ 82°. The direction
between the in-plane component of the field Hin and the
wave vector k is defined by ϕ. The frequency of magnons
vs wave vector components kx ¼ k sinϕ and ky ¼ k cosϕ
is shown by contour plots in Fig. 4.
In the next step, we extract the isofrequency line

kx ¼ gðf; kyÞ for the frequency of excitation f ¼ 8 GHz,
which is shown by the red line in Fig. 4. The condition for a
caustic beam is a flat region on this curve, namely,

∂2gðf; kyÞ=∂k2y ¼ 0; ð4Þ

from which we can extract the wave vectors of caustic
beams kc, which are shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) by the
green dots. The group velocities and, thus, the propagation
directions of the caustic beams are perpendicular to the
isofrequency line at these points, which can be written as
π=2 − ϕc ¼ arctanð∂gðf; kyÞ=∂kyÞ. The directions of the
propagation are shown by green arrows.

With increasing field, the wave vector of the caustic
beam decreases [see Fig. 4(d)], until at some point kx → 0.
At this point, the condition in Eq. (4) can no longer be
satisfied for the particular isofrequency curve, and, as a
consequence, the caustic beam no longer exists. Instead the
isofrequency shows a nonzero second derivative every-
where, as illustrated by the green arrows in Fig. 4(c). For
our choice of parameters, this happens at μ0Happ ≃ 0.69 T.
One can notice that the slope of isofrequency curve at high
fields is quite small. Taking into account its symmetry for
positive and negative kx, this leads to the focusing of the
emitted SWs primarily into the y direction, as we observed
above from the BLS spatial maps.
As one can notice from Fig. 4(d), the calculated angles of

the caustic beams slightly differ from the experimental
values, which can, e.g., be explained by the finite size of the
excitation source, as observed in [18]. In addition, the
caustic angles depend significantly on the magnetic param-
eters of the film, especially on the exchange constant A,
since the caustic point is forming at the interplay between
the dipolar and the exchange part of the spin wave
spectrum. For example, a reduction of A leads to an
increase of the slope in Fig. 4(d) and hence to a better
matching with experimental results. Such a reduction of the
exchange constant might be thermal due to the intense laser
irradiation [45].
In conclusion, we have demonstrated the generation of

field-tunable caustic SW beams in 20 nm NiFe films using
an all-optical excitation mechanism based on a femto-
second laser comb. The spatial profiles and frequency
content of the generated SWs were mapped out using
scanning Brillouin light scattering microscopy. With a high
repetition rate laser, we excite only those SWs whose
frequency matches the harmonics of the fs laser 1 GHz
repetition rate. The implications of suppressing all other
SW modes other than the one corresponding to the
harmonic modes of the pump laser leads to the possibility
of controlling the emission direction by tuning the mag-
netic field. Theoretically, we have calculated the angle of
the caustic SW beams with reference to the in-plane
component of the applied field by plotting the isofrequency
lines and applying the condition for caustic beams.
Experimentally, we have plotted the area maps of the
SWamplitude at various magnetic field strength values and
estimated approximate values of the caustic beam angles.
Additionally, by tuning the field, we are able to change the
propagation characteristics from localized at high fields, to
strongly propagating in a single direction when the ferro-
magnetic resonance frequency matches the harmonics of
pump laser, and to X-shaped caustic patterns at lower
fields for a particular SW mode. The highly tunable
properties of the excited SWs can be utilized in the field
of photomagnonics.

Early discussions with R. E. Camley are gratefully
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FIG. 4. (a)–(c) Isofrequency curves for 8 GHz for different
applied fields. Caustic points defined by Eq. (4) are shown by
green dots, while directions of the caustic beams are shown by the
darker arrows. (c) The preferred direction of the emitted SWs for
the high field, where the caustic X-shape pattern does not exist.
(d) Caustic beam angle vs applied magnetic field.
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